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In the real world, mobile robots often operate in dynamic and uncertain environments. It is necessary to develop a motion planner capable of real time planning which also addresses uncertainty concerns. In this paper, a new algorithm, Dynamic AO* (DAO*), is developed for navigation tasks of mobile robots. DAO* not only performs a good anytime behavior and offers a fast re-planning framework, but also considers the motion uncertainty. Moreover, by incorporating DAO* with D* Lite, a new planning architecture, DDAO*, is represented to efficiently search in large state spaces. Finally, simulations and experiments are shown to verify the efficiency of proposed algorithms. Keywords: Navigation, Anytime Planning, MDP, POMDP, Mobile Robot



1. INTRODUCTION In the last two decades, robots are no longer only operated in laboratories or factories. Lots of novel robots were designed and developed to work in the populated or outdoor environments [1-2]. Different kinds of service robots provide assistance to people in hospitals [3-4] , home environment [5], building cleaning [6], museums [7], and mine detection [8]. Navigation is one of the most important fundamental techniques for mobile robots. However, since robots usually work in crowded and highly dynamic environments, path planning becomes a difficult problem. The configuration space (C-Space) is always time-varying. Time for deliberation is limited and planning is required be fast and efficient. In the last few years, some fast re-planning algorithms [9-10] were proposed for varying environments. However, in complex cases, motion planning which queries a complete path from current position to the goal often takes too much time to satisfy the real time requirement. Although reactive motion planning [11] can rapidly obtain the next appropriate action, it is still easily blocked in some cases because of its greedy property. Thus, many researchers were focused on developing anytime algorithms and have reached excellent results
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[12-15]. It is able to generate a sub-optimal path quickly at the onset and further improve the path until the deliberation time has run out. Additionally, in the real world, uncertainty is another consideration for planning problems. Environments are various and consist of different kinds of surfaces (Figure 1). Ice, grass, and other rough terrains can influence the locomotion of the robots. The effects of control actions are usually non-deterministic. Once the stochastic effect is considered in the planning problem, the motion policy should change with it (Figure 2). The POMDP (Partially Observable Markov Decision Process) is a general framework that addresses the uncertainty in both actions and perceptions. It computes a value function over the belief space and an optimal control policy can be generated by this value function. Unfortunately, the exact POMDP solution is computationally complex and difficult to implement in real time. Although some approximation methods were proposed, they still mainly focused on the high level planning problems within small state spaces. Alternatively, in this paper, the navigation problem is formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP) which only considers the stochastic effects of robot actions. Some famous methods such as value iteration (VI) and RTDP (Real Time Dynamic Programming) were also proposed to solve MDP problems. Despite of this, the computation of a full MDP is still too huge to query a complete solution in real time. The main purpose of this paper is to build a navigator for service robots which are usually operated in dynamic and uncertain environments. For the reasons mentioned above, the navigator should satisfy three requirements: anytime, fast re-planning, and motion uncertainty concerns. For practical implementation, we propose a new architecture of motion planning, DDAO*, which rapidly queries a path by ignoring all uncertainty effects at first and further update the path by gradually considering the uncertainty along the current best policy. A new MDP planning method, DAO*, is also developed to achieve the requirements in this paper. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the system architecture is briefly introduced. Section 3 discusses the background knowledge and the main idea of DDAO*. The detailed procedure and analysis of DAO* are described in section 4. The framework of DDAO* is shown in section 5. Section 6 conducts simulations and experiments to validate the idea. Finally, conclusions are summarized in section 7.



Figure 1 Environments in the real world are various and consist of different kinds of surfaces.
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2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Our intelligent motion planning system consists of several different modules including navigation, SLAM, moving object tracking and pedestrian motion prediction. Most of them are based on our previous works [16-18]. To clarify the addressed problem, certain modules related to the work in this paper are roughly introduced below. The robot is equipped with a laser range finder and two motor encoders for SLAM, moving object detection and tracking. The planning system is able to real time update the environment map and pedestrian status. The pedestrian motion prediction module is divided into short term and long term prediction. Short term prediction forecasts the next status of the pedestrian by the constant velocity model while the long term prediction is based on the pedestrian models which are estimated from collected trajectories [16, 18]. The predicted locations of pedestrians are mapped into a state-time space (S-T space). The corresponding uncertainty is represented as the cost in the S-T space. In other words, the robot is required to query a trajectory in S-T space.



(b)



(a)



(c) (d) Figure 2 Value iteration for navigation. (a)(c) without considering the motion uncertainty, (b) the optimal motion policy changes while there is a high probability that makes the robot turn right in each action, (d) by considering the effect of future motion uncertainty, the robot chooses to detour.



(a) (b) Figure 3 (a) the mobile platform, (b) planning in the S-T space
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3. BACKGROUND 3.1. Dynamic Programming(DP) A planning problem which encompasses uncertainty in robot actions is known as a Markov decision process (MDP). A solution to an MDP can be represented as a policy π which maps from states to actions π : S → A . Dynamic programming methods for MDPs successively estimate a value function f by performing the backup step. For each state i, the backup step can be formulized as



⎡ ⎤ f (i) = min a∈A( m) ⎢ci (a) + ∑ pij (a) ⋅ f ( j )⎥ j∈S ⎣ ⎦



(1)



where ci(a) is the cost of action a in state i. pij(a) indicates the probability from state i to state j with action a. Value iteration (VI) and policy iteration are two popular algorithms for MDPs. However, the most criticized drawback of these two algorithms is that all the states are required to execute the backup step in each iteration. It is impractical for real time motion planning. Recently, a number of RTDP (Real Time Dynamic Programming) based algorithms have been developed. These include RTDP [19], LAO* [20], Heuristic Search/DP, bounded RTDP(BRTDP) [21], and focus RTDP(FRTDP) [22] etc. Although most of them show the good anytime performance and fast convergence compared to DP, the re-planning framework is usually ignored. It is inappropriate to utilize these algorithms in a navigation task where the environment is dynamic or unknown.



3.2. AO* AO* is a well-known method which finds an optimal solution in an implicit AND/OR graph. The implicit graph G has a large number of nodes and AO* searches in an explicit graph G’, which initially consists of the start node s0. There is also a set of terminal nodes in the implicit graph satisfying the termination condition. AO* solves the search problem by building a solution graph (sg) from the start node to the terminal nodes. An AND/OR graph is usually defined as a hypergraph. An AND node can be represented as a node with non-deterministic actions while an OR node only exists deterministic actions. The detailed definition of AO* can be referred to [23-24]. Like other heuristic search problems, AO* can find an optimal solution without considering all the states. A solve-labeling procedure [24] is often included to improve efficiency. AO* gradually builds a solution graph beginning from the start state s0 until s0 is marked as SOLVED. An OR node is SOLVED if any one of its immediate successors is SOLVED. An AND node is SOLVED if all its immediate successors are SOLVED. AO* consists of two major operations: a top-down graph-growing operation and a back propagation operation. The former traces down through the current best psg (partial solution graph) and expands some non-terminal leaf nodes. The latter operation in AO* is a bottom-up, cost-revising, connector-marking, and solve-labeling procedure. It starts with the newly expanded node and updates its cost based on the cost estimates of its successors. The revised costs are propagated back up the -4-
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graph. At the same time, the current best connectors of nodes are marked and updated in the best psg. Figure 4 shows the procedure of AO* algorithm. Because of the back propagation operation, AO* usually assumes that the graph is acyclic. This means that there is no node in the graph having a successor that is also its ancestor. Some previous works [20, 25] had discussed the graph with cycles. However, in our case, the navigation problem is built on the S-T space. Since time always moves forward, there is no loop in S-T space. The acyclicity assumption is reasonable here. Heuristic search algorithms usually rely on the decomposition of the evaluation function f. By adjusting the heuristic term, it can increase the efficiency of searching [15, 26-27]. Chakrabarti [23] showed that a similar decomposition of the evaluation function can also be applied to AO*. In this paper, we follow the idea of [23]. The evaluation function f of AO* is decomposed into f(n) = g(n) + h(n). f(n) is the cost from node n to the goal. g(n) is the cost incurred from node n to a leaf node while h(n) gives the estimate of the remaining cost from the leaf node to the goal. If h* is the actual remaining cost, Chakrabarti [23] demonstrated that h ≤ h* is a sufficient condition for admissibility. If h ≤ h* is applied for all the nodes and if h satisfies the monotonic restriction, algorithm AO* will terminate in an optimal solution graph. Backup(m) 01 If node m has the action set A(m) and several successors mi, then set ⎡ ⎤ awin = arg min a∈A( m) ⎢cm (a) + ∑ pmmi (a) ⋅ f (mi ) ⎥ mi ⎣ ⎦ 02 The best action awin is chosen [ resolve ties arbitrarily, but always in favor of a solved node ]. The corresponding connector is marked. 03 f ( m) = g ( m) + h ( m) h ( m) = ∑ pmmi (awin ) ⋅ h(mi ) g ( m) = cm (awin ) + ∑ pmm (awin ) ⋅ g (mi ) mi



04



i



mi



m is marked as SOLVED if all of its successors by action awin are labeled as SOLVED.



Main() 05 Create an explicit graph G’ initially consisting of the start node s0 06 While(s0 is not SOLVED) 07 //Expand best partial solution 08 Expand some tip nodes ni of the best partial solution graph and add any new successor nodes ni′ ∈ Succ(ni ) to G'. For each immediate successor, ni′ , set 09 10 11 12 13 14 15



g (ni′) = 0 ; f (ni′) = g (ni′) + h(ni′) //Update state costs and mark best actions Create a set Z that contains only the expanded node n While( Z is not empty) remove from Z a node m such that no descendent of m in G’ Backup(m) If the value g(m) or h(m) changes or if m is labeled as SOLVED, add to Z all predecessors of m. Return an optimal solution graph



Figure 4



AO* algorithm
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3.3. WAO* Chakrabarti [23] discussed the admissibility of AO* and presented a weighted search algorithm WAO* with the cost function f = (1 − w) g + wh, 0 ≤ w ≤ 1



(2)



or f = g + ε ⋅ h, ε ≥ 1



(3)



Eq.(2)and Eq.(3) are equivalent. The procedure of WAO* is similar to AO*, but it is replaced with a weighted version in Backup() step. Moreover, [23] also proved that the length of a queried path with overestimated h has an upper bound compared to the optimal path.



3.4. Basic idea of DDAO* In the navigation task, the stochastic effect of action does not always appear for all the states. In this paper, we formulate the stochastic shortest path problem as an AND/OR graph shown in Figure 5(a). The states with non-deterministic actions are represented as an AND nodes (marked as red circles). Other states are regarded as OR nodes (marked as blue circles). However, if all the stochastic effects are considered at once, the computation to query a reasonable path is still expensive. Our main idea is to treat all the nodes as OR nodes in the beginning (Figure 5(b)). In other words, the stochastic effect of actions is not concerned in this stage. We can rapidly query a path without considering action uncertainty. After that, the stochastic effect is gradually considered along current policy and progressively explored outward (Figure 5(c)(d)). The policy is iteratively updated during the exploration. Once all the relevant AND nodes are explored, an optimal stochastic shortest path is found. In this paper, D* Lite is used for searching the policy in OR graph (the procedure in Figure 5(b)). DAO* is further utilized to control the exploration and guarantee the anytime performance by adjusting the inflation factor (the procedure in Figure 5(c)(d)). The details and re-planning procedure are introduced in section 4 and 5.



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d) Figure 5 The basic idea
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4. DYNAMIC AO* Similar to AD* [27], DAO* has the characteristics of anytime and fast re-planning. In addition, by utilizing AO* framework, DAO* is also able to consider the uncertainty of robot actions while querying a path. Meanwhile, by controlling the inflation factor, DAO* can efficiently search along the policy provided by heuristic information and gradually explore the search range outward. The procedure of DAO* is shown in Figure 7. Several properties of DAO* are discussed and analyzed in this section. Corresponding theorems and lemmas will be given in the Appendix.



4.1. Anytime Previous researches [15, 26-27] have shown that weighted heuristics can improve the searching performance. A* with inflated heuristics (actual heuristic values are multiplied by an inflation factor ε > 1 ) is sub-optimal, but queries a path fast. It was proved that the cost of the sub-optimal solution is guaranteed to be within ε times the cost of an optimal solution [28]. In other words, we can gradually improve the sub-optimal solution by decreasing the inflation factor ε . Basically, AO* essentially has the anytime property because of repeated processes of graph growing and back propagation. However, DAO* utilizing the inflation factor focuses more on heuristic searching and usually queries a sub-optimal solution much faster than AO* does. Figure 6(a)(b) shows the results that AO* and DAO* explore the same number of nodes. Both algorithms adopt depth first search (DFS) and have identical heuristic information (Euclidean distance). As we can see, AO* mainly searches the node in the front part of the map while DAO* already reaches the goal with a sub-optimal path guided by the inflated heuristics. DAO* further explores outward with a decreasing inflation factor shown in Figure 6(c). Therefore, the rough procedure is that DAO* chooses a high inflation factor (mostly 3~10 in our cases) and queries a sub-optimal path quickly in the beginning. If the deliberation time is not run out, DAO* gradually improves the solution by decreasing ε until the optimal path is guaranteed ( ε = 1 ).



(b) DAO*( ε = 5 ) (c) DAO*( ε = 1.2 ) (a) AO* Figure 6 Graph-growing in AO* and DAO*, (a)(b) 206 nodes (yellow grids) explored by AO* and DAO* separately, (c) by decreasing the inflation factor, DAO* gradually explores nodes outward. Extra explored nodes are represented as cyan grids. Totally 335 nodes are explored. The current best path is also modified according to the updated information.
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Backup(m) 01 /*Update the successor which the inflation factor is inconsistent. */ 02 for all mi ∈ Succ(m) ,



if ( ε (m ) ≠ ε ) i



f ( mi ) = g ( mi ) + ε ⋅ h ( mi )



if(mi is terminal node) label mi as SOLVED else label mi as not SOLVED 04 /* Update node m & corresponding connector*/ 05 If node m has the action set A(m) and several successors mi, then set 03



⎡ ⎤ 06 awin = arg min a∈A( m ) ⎢ cm ( a ) + ∑ pmmi (a ) ⋅ f ( mi ) ⎥ mi ⎣ ⎦ 07 08 09 10



The best action awin of node m is chosen [ resolve ties arbitrarily, but always in favor of a solved node ]. The corresponding connector is marked. , ε (m) = ε , g ( m ) = cm (awin ) + ∑ pmmi (awin ) ⋅ g (mi )



f ( m ) = g ( m ) + ε (m) ⋅ h ( m )



mi



h ( m ) = ∑ pmmi (awin ) ⋅ h(mi ) mi



m is marked as SOLVED if all of its successors by action awin are labeled as SOLVED.



Replanning( )



11 Create a set Z that contains the nodes which their connector cost changed were observed. 12 While( Z is not empty) 14



remove from Z a node m such that no descendent of m in G’ occurs in Z Backup(m)



15



If the value g(m) or h(m) changes or if m is labeled as SOLVED, add to Z all immediate predecessors of m.



13



ExpandNode( m)



16 add new successor nodes mi ∈ Succ ( m) to



G'.



17 h(mi ) = GetHeuristic(mi ); g (mi ) = 0 ; ε (mi ) = ε ; f (mi ) = g (mi ) + ε (mi ) ⋅ h(mi ) 18 if mi is a terminal node, Label mi as SOLVED



Main()



19 Choose a high ε and ε > 1 . 20 Create an explicit graph G’ initially consisting of the start node s0 and label 21 While(s0 ≠ goal)) 22 Replanning( ); 23 /* DAO* trace down procedure. Expand best partial solution */ 24 25



s0 as not SOLVED.



Trace down from s0 until hitting terminal nodes or tip nodes. Once the inflation factor of node m is inconsistent, backup procedure is executed. if ( ε ( m ) ≠ ε ) Backup(m);



if( m is a tip node) { ExpandNode(m); U.add(m); } if( m is SOLVED ) U.add(m); /* DAO* Bottom up cost revision. Update state costs and mark best actions*/ While( U is not empty) remove from U a node m such that no descendent of m in G’ occurs in U Backup(m) If the value g(m) or h(m) changes or if m is labeled as SOLVED, add to U all immediate predecessors of 32 m. If(s0 is SOLVED and ε > 1 ) {decrease ε ; and label s0 as not SOLVED;} 33 34 Return an optimal solution graph 26 27 28 29 30 31



Figure 7 DAO* algorithm
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(a) configuration



(b) inflation factor = 10.0



(c) inflation factor = 3.0 (d) inflation factor = 1.0 Figure 8 Anytime behaviors of DAO*. Explored nodes are marked as yellow grids. The SOLVED nodes are represented by green spheres. Black lines indicate the current policy. The current best path is drawn with red lines. Figure 8 displays the anytime behavior of DAO* in 2D S-T space. To efficiently search with inflated heuristics, DAO* reuses the search results from previous executions. It records the estimated heuristics and produces inflated heuristics by multiplying the inflation factor. While the inflation factor is decreased, DAO* reuses the estimated heuristics and gradually updates the value of nodes during the interlaced operations of graph-growing and back propagation. As a result, a substantial speedup can be achieved because the states which have been estimated correctly will not be re-computed. To evaluate the anytime efficiency of DAO*, it is tested in a 3D S-T space with different sizes. In this evaluation, the obstacles are randomly chosen by some certain occupancy ratio. For example, in Figure 9, an obstacle of 10% ratio is shown in the S-T space with edge size 30 and time step size 30. One of simulated results is shown in TABLE I, Figure 10, and Figure 11. The performance of three algorithms, AO*, DAO*, and WAO*, is evaluated. The inflation factor of DAO* starts with 3 and gradually decreases to 1. AO* and DAO* terminate with an optimal path while WAO* only attains a sub-optimal one. DAO* rapidly queries a sub-optimal path within 0.0424s and converges to an optimal solution at 0.1843s.The total search period is half of AO*. Note that DAO* usually explores fewer nodes to guarantee optimality. Figure 11 displays the number of explored nodes when the inflation factor is decreased. When ε is close to 1, the number of explored nodes is drastically increased. At the moment, most of the nodes are in the underestimated cases ( ε ⋅ h < h* ). Chakrabarti [23] had shown that AO* with more accurate heuristics expands fewer nodes in the worst-case. In our simulations, the heuristic value of AO* begins with a Euclidean distance hE. Because of hE ≤ ε ⋅ h < h* , DAO* expands fewer nodes to query an optimal path. -9-
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Figure 12(a) shows the statistical results of the number of expanded nodes for DAO* in different obstacle ratio. DAO* only needs to explore 85%~90% nodes of AO*. Figure 12(b) demonstrates the time period of searching a path which the difference of path length compared to an optimal path is within 5%. As we can see, DAO* takes almost less than 2% of the time period of AO* to query a path.



Figure 9 The example of test environments. map size = 30x30. time step size = 30.



TABLE I ANYTIME PERFORMANCE COMPARISON T



T_optimal



T_total



Node



Length



AO*



3.2939



3.29



3.29



72747



149.91



DAO*



0.0424



0.1843



1.63



60227



149.91



WAO* ( ε = 2.2)



0.0426



Never



0.0426



5796



160.598



WAO* ( ε = 1.2)



0.1730



Never



0.173



15587



150.12



Map size = 100 x 100 and time step size =200, obstacle_ratio = 30%



T: the time period for querying a path connecting from the start to the goal. unit: second T_optimal: the time period for querying an optimal path. unit:second T_total: the total searching time period Node: total number of explored nodes; Length: the length of the path Length: final path length
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the ratio of solution length



DAO* WAO*(w=2.2) WAO*(w=1.2)



1.15 1.1 1.05 1 0.95



0



0.2



0.4



0.6



0.8 1 time (s)



1.2



1.4



1.6



1.8



0



0.2



0.4



0.6



0.8 1 time (s)



1.2



1.4



1.6



1.8



inflated factor



4 3 2 1 0



Figure 10 The performance evaluation in AO*, WAO*, DAO* 4



x 10 6



# explored nodes



5 4 3 2 1 0



3



2.8



2.6



2.4



2.2 2 1.8 1.6 inflation factor of DAO*



1.4



1.2



1



Figure 11 The relationship between the number of accumulated explored nodes and a decreasing inflation factor in DAO* algorithm.



1



0.025



0.8



0.02 time ratio



ratio for the number of explored nodes



0.03



0.6



0.015



0.4



0.01



0.2



0.005
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25 30 35 obstacle ratio (%)
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(a)



20



25



30 35 obstacle ratio (%)



40



45



(b)



Figure 12 Statistical results compared to AO*. Map size = 100 x 100 and time step size =200, (a) ratio for the number of explored nodes, (b) time ratio.
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4.2. Re-planning Mobile robots usually operate in environments which are only partially known or completely unknown. Once the environment has changed and the original policy is no longer applicable, the robot is required to generate a new policy as soon as possible. However, if the robot searches from scratch in the re-planning stage, it often takes too much time to query a path. Thus, most re-planning algorithms [10, 29-30] would target the concept of state reuse. By updating very few nodes, the robot can rapidly recalculate a new path. Fortunately, AO* essentially has a cost revision step. We can utilize this characteristic for the re-planning step (11-15 in Figure 7). Once the environment has changed, it recalculates the value of the nodes in which the edge cost has changes and also updates relevant ancestors. As a result, the robot only needs to update a few nodes to query a new appropriate path. Figure 13 demonstrates the re-planning performance while the robot navigates in an unknown environment. Only a small ratio of nodes is updated in the re-planning process. The updated nodes are represented in green cubes. Figure 14 shows the ratio of updated nodes. Moreover, a reweighting process is also implemented in the DAO* planner. Once the inflation factor decreases to 1 and the previously searched path is inappropriate, the reweighting process is triggered and the inflation factor is raised to a higher value.



(a) (b) t = 1.4 s (c) t = 3.5 s Figure 13 Re-planning in a 3D S-T space. The explored nodes are shown in yellow cubes while the revised nodes are represented in green cubes.
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15000 explored nodes new nodes revised nodes



10000



5000



0



0
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3



4 time (s)



5



6



7
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Figure 14 The updated nodes and new explored nodes are represented in green and red respectively. The rest of the nodes are represented in blue .
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5. DDAO*: COMBINATION OF DAO* AND D* LITE In this section, we will show how to integrate DAO* with D* Lite and construct the DDAO*. The idea of DDAO* is to rapidly query a path by ignoring the motion uncertainty at first. Once the deliberation time is not run out, DDAO* can further take into account the motion uncertainty along the current best policy and gradually expands the searching areas. A time bounding method is also utilized to limit the searching range around the robot. Figure 15 displays the algorithm of DDAO*. The modified portions compared to DAO* are shown in bold. D* Lite is commonly used for motion planning because of its simplification and fast re-planning properties. By maintaining a priority queue, D* Lite can efficiently recover the “inconsistent” vertex once the edge cost of the vertices has changed. The g-values of D* Lite algorithm are the estimates of distance from the current vertex to the goal vertex. In other words, D* Lite can be viewed as searching in the OR graph. The return policy from D* Lite can be regarded as a policy ignoring the motion uncertainty. That is to say that we can utilize D* Lite to rapidly search all the relevant areas from the goal vertex to the start vertex and take the policy of D* Lite as a prior for DAO*. It usually dramatically decreases the number of explored nodes of DAO* and speeds up the convergence rate of DAO*. Figure 16 shows the results that DAO* queries a path with and without D* Lite as a prior. Once a good prior information is provided, DAO* is capable of only searching the local areas without being trapped in the local minimum areas. Focusing on local searching is useful in the navigation tasks of the mobile robots, especially planning in the large state space. In reality, the environment map is often incrementally constructed by the on board sensing information of the robot. The areas far from the robot are usually uncertain. It is impractical to make too much effort on those uncertain areas which are generally needed to update the policy in the future. Furthermore, in the dynamic environments, it is also reasonable to concern only the moving objects close to the robot. As mentioned above, we define a parameter TB, the maximum length of the look-ahead horizon, to limit the search areas. Once a reasonable path is available, TB is further extended. Figure 17 shows a time bounding box (TBB) which represents the area confined by TB. Only the nodes within TBB consider the effect of motion uncertainty. In other words, AND/OR graph only exists in the TBB. The nodes outside TBB are all regarded as OR nodes. DAO* only searches within the TBB while D* Lite provides the policy for all the relevant states from the goal to the start. By combining D* Lite and DAO* with TBB, the resultant DDAO* is able to execute efficient searches in large environments.
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Replanning( )



02 DL_Replanning(); // D* Lite replanning procedure 03 The same procedure 11-15 in DAO* algorithm



ExpandNode( m) 04 The same procedure 16-18 in DAO* algorithm 05 if mi is a boundary node, Label mi as SOLVED and Bound.add(m)



GetHeuristic( m)



06 if (DL_rhs(m) ≠ DL_g(m)) DL_ComputeShortestPath(m); 07 return DL_g(m); // return g value of node m in D* Lite



ExtendTimeBound( ) 08 TB = TB + ΔT 09 For all m ∈ Bound , mark



m as not SOLVED and U.add(m);



Main() 10 11 12 13 14 15 16



DL_Initialize( ); // initialize D* Lite DL_ComputeShortestPath( ); Create an explicit graph G’ initially consisting of the start node s0 and label s0 as not SOLVED. While(s0 ≠ goal) The same procedure 22-33 in DAO* algorithm if(the cost of current solution is tolerant) ExtendTimeBound( ); Return an optimal solution graph



Figure 15 DDAO* algorithm. The title of functions started with “DL” indicates that it belongs to D* Lite algorithm. The details can be referred to [10]



(c) (a) (b) Figure 16 (a) D* Lite searches the path in the 2D space from the goal to the start. Blue grids represent the explored nodes of D* Lite, (b) DAO* searches a path in a 3D S-T space from the start to the goal with the prior provided by D* Lite. Explored nodes of DAO* are projected on 2D space and are indicated in yellow grids. Total explored nodes of DAO* is 18,238, (c) DAO* searches the path without D* Lite as a prior. Total explored nodes of DAO* is 37,099.



Extension



Figure 17 (a) DDAO* combines DAO* and D* Lite, (b) the extension of time bounding box - 14 -
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6. EXPERIMENTS 6.1. Experiment I In Experiment I, we test the navigation performance while the uncertainty is considered in the path planning. To represent the influence of stochastic effects, two motion planners are implemented in this experiment. The first planner is created by D* Lite which queries a path ignoring motion uncertainty. The second planner is DDAO*considering the motion uncertainty during navigation. The uncertainty is added to the program. The non-deterministic action causes the three following situations. 1. probability p1 = 0.6 to move in the original planning direction 2. probability p2 = 0.3 to turn in -45 degrees relative to the planning direction 3. probability p3 = 0.1 to turn in -90 degrees relative to the planning direction Figure 18 shows the environment map and the robot trajectories with different planners. The red curve is the trajectory with DDAO* while the blue one is the trajectory ignoring uncertainty with D* Lite. As it can be seen, the robot prefers to staying at the upper side of the corridor while motion uncertainty tends to force the robot to turn right. Figure 19 and Figure 20 display the navigation results under motion uncertainty with different planners. Situation 1 is represented as blue lines while the situation 2 and situation 3 are separately marked as green circles and red circles. The planner ignoring uncertainty rapidly leads the robot toward the collision. In contrast, the planner DDAO* generates a policy forcing the robot toward the upper side to prevent the collision. Figure 21 shows the simulation results of 100 trials under different motion uncertainties (small uncertainty: p1=0.85, p2 = 0.14, p3 = 0.01; large uncertainty: p1 = 0.6, p2 = 0.3, p3 = 0.1). As we can see, DDAO* is able to decrease the frequency of collisions by pre-considering the motion uncertainty.



(a) Testing Environment



(b) Location A in trajectory 1



(c) Location B in trajectory2



(d) Figure 18 Experiment I
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Figure 19 The planner ignoring uncertainty is easier to lead the robot toward the collision



(a)



(b) period A



(c) period B Figure 20 (a) period A: successive uncertainty forces the robot toward the bottom side of the corridor. Period B: DDAO* generates the policy forcing the robot toward the upper side to prevent the collision, (b)(c) the queried path from DDAO* in different time steps. 90 80



DDAO* D* Lite



70 60 50 40 30 20



(a)



10 0



(b) Figure 21 The corridor simulation, (a) the simulation environment, (b) the simulation result.
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6.2. Experiment II In Experiment II, the robot is required to execute a navigation task under motion uncertainty. Motion planner needs to query a path in a 4D S-T space (robot position (x,y), robot orientation θ , and time index t). In the beginning, the environment map is unknown and the inflation factor of DDAO* is set as 3. The motion uncertainty is defined in Experiment I (p1 = 0.6, p2= 0.3, p3 = 0.1). The final explored map is shown in Figure 22. For comparison, the trajectories of two navigation trials are displayed. The first one is the trajectory in which the real uncertainty is not given. As we can see, the robot mostly travels on the upper side of the corridor to prevent the collision resulting from motion uncertainty. The second trajectory shows the result that real motion uncertainty is given during the navigation task. Different motion uncertainties are marked as different color circles. It is obvious that motion uncertainty usually forces the robot toward the bottom side of the corridor or makes it turn around in a circle. Since DDAO* already considers the effect of motion uncertainty, the robot is able to arrive at the goal under this motion uncertainty. In the beginning, DDAO* only takes 0.03 s to find a sub-optimal path in the OR graph while AO* takes 45 s to query an optimal path in the AND/OR graph. We bound the TB of DDAO* as 15 s. The trajectory in the AND/OR graph is represented by the blue line and the trajectory in OR graph is represented by the red line. Figure 23 demonstrates the re-planning behavior of DDAO* while the new obstacle is detected. In this case, DDAO* only takes 0.023 s to repair the path. Figure 24 shows the anytime behavior of DDAO*. The inflation factor changes from 2.5 to 1.0 while the cost of the queried trajectory gradually decreases from 382 to 353.



Figure 22 The final explored map in Experiment II.
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Figure 23 Re-planning of DDAO*.



Figure 24 Anytime behavior of DDAO*. The inflation factor decreases from 2.5 to 1.0.



7. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, firstly we proposed DAO* algorithm to solve the stochastic shortest path problem. By adjusting the sub-optimal bound on solutions and reusing previous search efforts, DAO* is able to provide good anytime performance. When the environment is changed, a re-planning process can rapidly repair the previous value function. DAO* is of anytime and fast re-planning so as to adequately navigate in a dynamic and uncertain environments. The performance of DAO* is evaluated and validated by corresponding simulation analyses. Furthermore, for practical implementation, a new motion planning architecture, DDAO*, was also introduced in this paper. It rapidly finds the policy without considering the motion uncertainty in low dimensional space and further gradually concerns the stochastic effect along the policy in high dimensional space. In addition, DDAO* inheriting the characteristics of DAO* also provides good anytime and fast re-planning performance. By utilizing the time bounding method, DDAO* is capable of focusing on the area surrounding the robot. In this way, DDAO* can be promisingly applied to large environments. Finally, experiments shows that DDAO* can efficiently query a path and successfully navigate in the unknown environment where a large motion uncertainty is involved.
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Appendix Since DAO* is mainly extended from WAO* [23], to clarify the explanation, the notations in the following are also inherited from WAO*. F*(m) is the actual cost in node m. H*(m) is the actual remaining cost in the node m while G(m) is the already incurred cost of m. h*(m) is the minimal cost from node m to the goal. Lemma 1 For any node m in the explicit graph, there exists F*(m) = G(m) + H*(m) = h*(m). Proof. The proof follows clearly from the definition F(m), which is the cost from node m to the goal. It can be represented as the combination of G(m) and H(m). G(m) is the cost incurred from node m to a leaf node while H(m) gives the estimate of the remaining cost from the leaf node to the goal. Moreover, since F(m) is the cost from node m to the goal, F*(m) is the same definition of h(m). Thus F*(m) = h*(m).



□



Theorem 1 If H(m) ≤ H*(m) for any node m in the explicit graph G and inflation factor w ≥ 1, then AO* terminates with solution cost at most w·h*(s0). Proof. F (m) = G (m) + H (m) ≤ G (m) + w ⋅ H (m) ≤ G (m) + w ⋅ H * (m) ≤ w ⋅ (G (m) + H * (m)) = w ⋅ F * ( m ) = w ⋅ h* ( m ) ∴ F ( s0 ) ≤ w ⋅ h * ( s0 )



□



Theorem 2 If H(m) ≤ H*(m) for any node m in the explicit graph G , then DAO* terminates with the minimal solution cost h*(s0) while the inflation factor w gradually decreases to 1. Proof. Using Theorem 1, we can get F(s0) ≤ w·h*(s0)



∀ w ≥ 1 . In other words, the F(s0) converges



to the minimal cost solution h*(s0) while w decreases to 1.



□



Theorem 3 If H(m)/ H*(m) ≤ e, ∀ e ≤ 1 and w ≤ (1/ e) for any node m in the explicit graph G, then DAO* can still coverage to the minimal solution cost h*(s0). Proof. [23] shows H(m) ≤ H*(m) is a sufficient condition for admissibility. Thus if w·H(m) ≤ H*(m) for any node in the explicit graph, DAO* will converge to the minimal solution cost. w ⋅ H ( m) ≤ H * ( m) ⎛1⎞ ⇒ w ⋅ e ⋅ H * ( m) ≤ H * ( m) ⇒ w ≤ ⎜ ⎟ ⎝e⎠



□
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